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Abstract: Smart social systems are ones where a number of individuals share and interact with each
other via various networking devices. There exist a number of benefits to including smart-based
systems in networks such as religions, economy, medicine, and other networks. However, the
involvement of several cyber threats leads to adverse effects on society in terms of finance, business,
liability, economy, psychology etc. The aim of this paper is to present a secure and efficient medical
Internet of Things communication mechanism by preventing various cyber threats. The proposed
framework uses Artificial Intelligence-based techniques such as Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) and
Viterbi algorithms to prevent various social cyber threats during interaction and sharing of messages.
The proposed mechanism is simulated and validated with various performance metrics compared
with the traditional mechanism.

Keywords: social networks; cyber security; Intrusion detection system; social system threats; artificial
model in social systems

1. Introduction

The term “social system” can be defined as the combination of two terms, i.e., system
and society [1]. A system may be an orderly arrangement of interrelated components where
each and every part of the system has a specific responsibility at a fixed place. In the system,
all the parts are bounded with some interactions. Likewise, society may be viewed as a
collaboration of various interactive parts to achieve a goal [2]. Therefore, a social system
can be defined as agroup of interactive units of individuals in society for shared cultural
norms and meanings. It includes all the diverse subsystems such as economics, politics,
religion, culture, cities, college campuses, nations, etc. At present, most social systems
are smart and interaction has become digitized. There are various benefits to smart social
systems including resources sharing, reduced cost of operations, flexibility, networking and
partnership, faster communication, organic visibility, broader periphery, thought sharing,
etc. [3]. On the other side of the coin, there is a big disadvantage in smart social systems
as an unwanted unit may be the part of it and can threaten the whole smart social system
using cyber threats. Terrorists, Governments, Individual Spies, Crime Groups, Hacktivists,
Competitors, Disgruntled Insiders, Hackers, and GAO may be the sources of cyber threats.

A general diagram of cyber security threats in social systems is represented by Figure 1.
This figure represents the possible number of cyber threats such as communication threats,
computation threats, and control threats.

Cyber threats are of different types and every type may have many variants; therefore,
it is really difficult to detect them before they become the cause of a significant loss [4]. A
list of types of cyber threats is depicted in Figure 2. Cyber threats are generally categorized
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into three different scenarios such as physical, system, and cyber. The physical cyber
threat is generally relies on communication and computation, where the number of devices
that need various computations while communicating or transmitting the information
between each other are affected, leading to drastic damage to the network. The network
with various threats increases the network congestion and delays in the network. The
phishing attack, man-in-middle attack and cryptographic, denial-of-service threats are
various examples of communication and computation attacks. In addition, systems threats
consider communication and control behavior where the systems while transmitting the
information, suffer from various phishing, request-response, brute force, virus, and trojan
horse threats. Finally, the cyber threat is in the computation and control category, where
a cryptographic and replay threat may occur while controlling the data flow and traffic
management systems among nodes in the network. These cyber attacks significantly
affect the social systems in many forms including adverse effects on finance, continuation
of business, legal liability, reputation, production, psychology, economy, social values,
mentality of youth, etc. as depicted in Figure 3. These types of cyber threats occur among
various devices while transferring, data controlling, or moving information from one place
to another. Networking, data communication and message encrypting are several areas
where certain kind of information can be transmitted among nodes in the network.The
wormhole, virus, malware, SQL and cryptographic are various examples of cyber threats
that are again divided into various types of threats.

Figure 1. Cyber Threats in Social Systems.

Generally, cyber attacks are difficult to detect and stop but one can be safe by following
some required practices, such as by training individuals in how cyber crimes work, updat-
ing antivirus and antispyware software, using firewalls with adequate policies, updating
operating system patches, backing up information, ensuring physical security, securing
WiFi connections, providing separate accounts for all users, limiting access to the informa-
tion, regular password changing, etc. [5,6]. Following these practices is not the only solution
but it can reduce the danger of cyber attacks. Some methodologies such as biometrics,
CAPTCHA, password and username, Anti-Malware software, IDS etc. [7] are used to
detect and prevent cyber attacks. The Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is the preferred
technique to detect cyber attacks and they are of four (04) kinds including the Host-based
intrusion detection system (HIDS), Network intrusion detection system (NIDS), VM-based
Intrusion Detection System (VMIDS), and Perimeter Intrusion Detection System (PIDS).
All these IDSs are based on techniques including the Signature-based, Anomaly-based, and
AI-based [8] techniques. The Signature-based technique is a static technique and needs
regular updating of the signature database. The Anomaly-based technique monitors system
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activity and classifies it as normal or abnormal. Abnormal behavior is detected only after
the cyber attack and therefore, loss has already occurred. Therefore, the third one, i.e.,
the AI-based technique, should better suit the purpose but it needs enhancements in the
existing techniques. The societal systems are deployed in the form of web servers, clouds,
and distributed information systems. Therefore, the AI-based technique is proposed to
predict cyber attacks on the societal systems in the manuscript.

Figure 2. Possible Types of Cyber Threat.

Figure 3. Possible Targets of Cyber Threats Impact.

1.1. Motivation and Objective

The increasing rate of cyber threats is adversely affecting the cyber threats in several
IoMT systems. A number of security schemes were proposed by various authors and
scientists [9,10], such as that by Saheed et al. [11], who proposed a deep recurrent network
for IoMT using supervised machine learning methods. The authors demonstrated KNN,
random forest and ridge classifiers for developing an effective and efficient Intrusion De-
tection System for classifying the cyber threats. Rahman et al. [12] tested several COVID-19
diagnostic schemes relying on DL methods by discussing their adversarial examples. The
authors have detailed the examples of adversarial in detail by implementing the perturba-
tions. In addition, Ranganayaki et al. [13] have detailed and worked on introducing the
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hospitals security by reducing the cyber threats for ensuring a secure and efficient commu-
nication mechanism for smart hospitals. Furthermore, Mushtaq et al. [14] introduced and
discussed a number of security threats that can be encountered while ensuring a secure
communication process among intelligent devices in smart hospitals. The authors concen-
trated on various security threats such as Gamut, Emoted, Miari, time-based spoofing, and
replay attacks. The intruders may affect the network performance by degrading the system
state. The goal of this manuscript is to propose an Artificial Intelligence-based cyber threat
detection system. The proposed phenomenon uses Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) [15] and
Viterbi algorithms [16] to analyze and compute the malicious behavior of each network.
The LM mechanism is used to provide efficiency and higher stability in the network by
determining optimization schemes. In addition, the Viterbi algorithm is used to upgrade
the transition states by analyzing the behavior of each node as malicious or legitimate in
social systems. The proposed mechanism is analyzed against various simulating results
over existing mechanisms.

1.2. Contribution

To securely transmit the information in social networks or to enhance the communica-
tion process among devices, it is necessary to propose a secure and trusted social system
network. It is necessary to propose an intelligent cyber security system to analyze the
modeling of human behavior, complex social computing, and computational systems which
are involved, while establishing a secure computing network. Malicious behavior in social
computing and human behavior recorded by various smart devices can be easily detected
using various security protocols. The contribution of this paper is to propose an intelligent
analysis and computing algorithms known as LM and Viterbi to provide faster and efficient
behavior of social networks. The theoretical contribution of the paper is defined as follows:

• A secure and trusted communication in social networks by analyzing their behavior
using the LM mechanism.

• The continuous behavior of involved devices can be easily traced by upgrading their
transition nodes using the Viterbi algorithm.

• The performance of proposed scheme is analyzed with various security measures such
as response time, system accuracy, number of resources used and request category.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a literature
survey of various security schemes. The LM and Viterbi algorithms to analyze and evaluate
legitimate behavior are determined in Section 3. Furthermore, Section 4 analyzes the
performance of proposed phenomenon as compared to existing schemes over various
metrics. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper along with future directions.

2. Related Work

This section deliberates the number of schemes and mechanisms proposed by var-
ious authors and scientists to ensure a secure and efficient communication mechanism
in social systems by identifying various cyber threats. Table 1 shows a number of ap-
proaches with their techniques and performance metrics to provide a secure and efficient
communication mechanism in social networks. In addition, some recent trends specific
to social cyber security threats for analyzing the human behavior, complex social com-
puting and mechanisms are shown in Table 2. A brief introduction on the number of
algorithms/techniques/schemes proposed by various researchers/scientists [17–20] spe-
cific to social computing networks while analyzing the human and network behaviors can
be found in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Related Work Discussion.

Abbreviation Description

2019 Tagarev, T., & Sharkov, G. [21]
TA This paper describes high-performance, computer-assisted work related to the

development and implementation of cyber security policy.
AP Specific details were presented in the formulation of cyber security policy and

compliance with the ECHO project.
PF This research looks at using the power of a highly efficient computer, as well as

‘supercomputers’ for cyber security training, preliminary warning, certification,
etc.

2019 Sánchez, H.S. et al. [22]
TA This review identifies attack modeling, security objectives, and targeted attack

planning and threats that present mechanisms for detection and remedial actions.
AP Open-minded issues and future directions for further research on cyber security.
PF Provided the guidance for proper organization and reduction of threats.

2020 Priyadharshini, N. et al. [23]
TA Provides an overview of all the needs of small grids that explain cybersecurity

issues.
AP Effective management and control of Microgrid
PF Microgrid with Distributed Generations with limited storage and ubiquitous

communication networks can be future interest.
2020 Bejan, A. [24]
TA Physics of evolution causes the origin, evolution and future of the social systems

is discussed.
AP The body movements made by individual producers of ideas and energy are

similarly arranged, in stages on the surface of the earth.
PF In continuation the more effective research has to be carried out.

TA→ Technical Aspect; AP→ Approach Used; PF→ Performance Metrics/Future Aspect.

Table 2. Recent Survey on Social and Medical Systems Cyber Threats.

Abbreviation Description

2020 Alturki, A. et al. [25]
TA Identifies factors that contribute to the abuse of social engineering concepts in

social gaming systems.
AP The developed model is based on competitive and health belief ideas.
PF The presented results predicted the significant factors of risks such as tangible

benefits, hard work, cooperative and competitive delays.
2020 Yaacoub, J.P.A. et al. [26]
TA This paper examines the key features of CPS and related technologies, applica-

tions and standards. In addition, CPS security threats and attacks are reviewed
by highlighting the challenges and threat key issues.

AP CPS security solutions categorized as cryptographic and non-encryption solu-
tions with highlighting important lessons learned appropriately throughout.

PF Deployment of the suggestions and recommendations in CPS as the main com-
ponent of Industry 4.0.

2020 Feng, J. et al. [27]
TA A case study and a privacy-preserving tensor computation mechanism is pre-

sented for CPSs.
AP Privacy-preserving tensor computation framework.
PF The big data analysis is done by proposing the distributed and incremental tensor

computations to enhance the performance of privacy-preserving in CPSSs.
2020 Attatfa, A. et al. [28]
TA A systematic literature survey is conducted to highlight the extent of recent

cyber diplomacy research.
AP Literature gap in cyber diplomacy is covered.
PF Applied network sociology and Actor-Network Theory (ANT).

TA→ Technical Aspect; AP→ Approach Used; PF→ Performance Metrics/Future Aspect.
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Research Statement

Although a number of techniques have been proposed by various researchers/scientists,
the existing mechanism includes a number of limitations including storage overhead, com-
munication, and computation overhead. Furthermore, the additional cryptographic and
encryption-based schemes include additional costs and delay while ensuring the security
in the network. The aim of this paper is to propose an efficient communication model using
artificial model. The proposed phenomenon uses LM and Viterbi algorithms to validate
and ensure a secure communication and interaction mechanism in social systems.

3. Proposed Approach

Artificial Intelligence can be defined as one of the emergent techniques to ensure a
trusted environment in real time scenarios. Artificial networks are considered to be the
computational models inspired by biological neural cells where billions of neurons are used
to process a particular task. Based on the concept of biological cells, artificial networks are
capable of modeling both the operation and architecture as a non-linear approximation
function, and clustering and classification techniques. Artificial networks are based on
the concept of neurons that are used to produce a reliable and efficient decision making
for a particular problem. Cyber security threats such as online frauds, social networking
threats such as flooding, synchronization, jamming and others can be easily traced through
artificial networks. In this paper, the artificial network model is used to formulate the cyber
threats. In addition, the Viterbi algorithm is used for further identification and detection of
malicious number of nodes in real time scenarios.

3.1. System Model

Figure 4 depicts the artificial model of proposed scenario having In number of input,
Hn number of hidden nodes and On number of output nodes.

Figure 4. An Artificial Model (combines LM and Viterbi Algorithms to ensure Security).

The number of inputs processed by input layer is passed through various number of
hidden layer used to identify the type of threat or its detection by computing its various
activities/behaviors. In addition, the information processed by various hidden layer can
be passed to the output layer that finally categorize the type of threat in the network. The
given architecture used in the artificial network is defined as the Multi-Layer Perception
(MLP) model where the activation function with On output units, Hn hidden units and In
input units is expressed in the form of the following equation:

Wz(t) =
Hh

∑
x=1

eW2
xzF(.) ∑

y=1
IneW1

yxPy(t)0 + b1
x (1)
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where eW2
yx and eW2

xz illustrates edged weight connection among input and hidden layers
and edges weight between hidden and output layers. In addition, b1

x and py determines
the threshold values of hidden and input nodes supplied to the In layer and F(.) defines
activation function that is selected as the sigmoid function. From the given Equation (1),
the eW2

yx and eW2
xz and b1

x values are computed using an appropriate algorithm. In this
paper, we used the LM and Viterbi algorithms to determine the optimum, reliable decision
for identifying the cyber threat in social networks.

3.2. LM Algorithm

The LM algorithm is defined as a gradient deterministic optimization algorithm to
provide an efficient and faster convergence rate and stability in the network. Similar to
quasi-Newton scheme, LM is used to design second order speed of training to determine
the Hessian matrix. Whenever, the function to perform is computed in the form of square
sums, the Hessian matrix is determined as:

H = MT M (2)

With its computed gradient as:

G = MTρ (3)

where M defines the Jacobian matrix containing the first derivation network error with
respect to bias and weights. In addition, e is termed as network error vectors where Jacobian
matrix is computed through Hessian matrix. The LM algorithm updates the quasi-Newton
in the form of:

δW = −[MT M + µIn]
−1MTρ (4)

where µ is controlling parameter and w is the differential weights of the network. In the
Newton scheme mu is zero and mu is large in the case of the gradient descent method. To
further speed up the computation process and provide a reliable solution, the LM algorithm
is merged with the Viterbi method.

3.3. The Viterbi Method

The transition diagram having number of edges are different because of various nodes’
behavior. The Viterbi algorithm is used to update the transition graphs according to their
various entities. The Viterbi scheme calculates the hidden nodes probability that is based
on its various emissions and activities sequences. The depicted Algorithm 1 determines the
malicious or cyber threat identification by identifying the malicious activity of each node.
Furthermore, the Viterbi algorithm is used to maximize function at each instance of time
to choose the best decision or sequence of activities. Let pt(n) determines the maximum
probability of a node in a state i with the sequence length ‘l’ having ‘o’ observations in
artificial model. The pt(n) can be defined as the below Equation (3):

Pt(i) = maxPr(µ(1), µ(2), . . . µ(t− 1); o(1), o(2), . . . o(t)|µ(t) = µi (5)

Table 3 represents the abbreviation or notations used to defined Viterbi algorithm.

Table 3. Viterbi Algorithm Notations.

Symbol Meaning

Pt(n)
Prob. of a node from state i to j with input

request of length ’l’
αi Initial probability of state i

bi(µ(t)) Probability output of state i.
αij Transition state from state i to j
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The number of steps required to ensure a secure communication using LM and Viterbi
algorithms as shown in Algorithm 1 is computed as follows:

Algorithm 1: Secure Communication Algorithm
Input Value: (1) Number of IoT devices ‘d’, (2) 3-believing states (authentic,

infected, unidentified)
Input Value: (1) Number of IoT devices ‘d’, (2) 3-believing states (authentic,

infected, unidentified)
Output: Device is either trusted or in unidentified/infected state
Step 1: Compute the artificial model according to below equation as:

Wz(t) =
Hh

∑
x=1

eW2
xzF(.) ∑

y=1
IneW1

yxPy(t)0 + b1
x (6)

Step 2: Calculate the LM computation as:

H = MT M (7)

With its computed gradient as:

G = MTρ (8)

δW = −[MT M + µIn]
−1MTρ (9)

Step 3: The Viterbi algorithm is computed as:
Step 3.1. Variable initialization of matrix and probability as:

Pt(n) = αibi(u(t)) (10)

αi(i) = 0 (11)

Step 3.2. Recursion is done by updating the output αi as:

pt(j) = maxi[pt−1(i)αij]bj(u(t)) (12)

Step 3.3. Recursion is terminated as:

Q∗ = maxi[pt(i)] (13)

Q∗ = argmaxi[pt(i)] (14)

Step 3.4. The best state is searched for through backtracking as:

Q∗t = αt+1(Q∗t + 1) (15)

The proposed mechanism provided a secure and efficient communication mechanism
by integrating two methods such as LM and Viterbi for detecting and categorizing the
number of cyber security threats. The LM algorithm is used for ensuring an optimized
and fater convergence network by regularly updating their gradient. The continuous
surveillance and Hessain matrix method provided sharing and interaction among devices.
In addition, the Viterbi scheme is further used to categorize the communicated device
depending on their convergence rate and stability into various categories such as legitimate
and malicious. The legitimate or ideal devices may further resume their transmissions in
the network. However, the malicious devices are blocked and never allowed to perform
any type of communication in the network.
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In addition, the limitation of proposed mechanism will be a topic of future research as
the present approach is not able to successfully recognize the behavior of a communicating
device that is mobile in nature. During the handoff process where devices are able to move
from one domain to another, it is crucial to identify or recognize their active behavior in the
network at the initial stages that may further lead to various drastic changes in the network.
Therefore, the dynamic behavior of each altered device can further lead to drastic change in
the network performance. The detection and identification of a device’s legitimacy during
mobility can be considered to be future directions of this research.

4. Performance Analysis

The proposed artificial network using LM and Viterbi algorithm is verified with a
synthesized data set with 500 nodes that are categorized as legitimate and malicious. The
cyber threat is detected via analyzing the activity and behavior of each node in the network.
The numbers of malicious activities of a node increase with the increase rate of nodes count.
For example, in a network size of 50 nodes, 5% of nodes are considered to be malicious
nodes that may further increase at the rate of 5% on increasing the scalability of the network.
In addition, to determine the optimum and reliability of hidden nodes layer, an optimal
structured is analyzed. For analyzing or training the artificial model, we used 3100 epochs
with 9.723 s, 5.069 s and 4.563 s having time using LM and Viterbi algorithm. Table 4 shows
the optimal structure analysis of artificial model using various training schemes.

Table 4. Optimal structure analysis.

Artificial Training Schemes Number of Hidden Nodes

LM 9
Viterbi 3

A generalized model to analyze the proposed scenario is depicted over Figure 5.
Furthermore, Table 5 represents the results analysis of artificial model through various
schemes.

Figure 5. Testbed for cyber security threat simulation.

Table 5. Result analysis.

Artificial Model Training Testing Overall Value

LM 96.98 91.32 92.45
Viterbi 97.42 95.48 94.37

4.1. Baseline Mechanism

The proposed mechanism is simulated with two different traditional approaches to
determine the cyber security in social systems. Alturki et al. [18] proposed a competitive
and cooperative theory to influence the social engineering victims in gaming networks.
The authors simulated the results against various severe threats, benefits and barriers of
predicting social victims including significant factors. In addition, Yaacoub et al. [19]
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surveyed the cyber physical systems aspects by highlighting the security vulnerabilities,
threats, issues, and challenges. The authors determined various security solutions including
non-cryptographic and cryptographic schemes. The proposed phenomenon is simulated
against these two baseline approaches having cryptographic and game network theory to
validate against various metrics.

4.2. System Evaluation

After setup the simulation setup, the overall system evaluation of results is determined
in this section. The cyber security model is compared with and without intrusion security
abilities. In an intrusion system, the artificial process is done with web requests created
by intruders running virtual systems. All the filtered requests of intrusion systems are
prevented and blocked by LM scheme. A system without intrusion is aconventional security
scheme where web requests are directly going to the server via the virtual machine (VM).
Depending on the number of requests generated and devices having malicious activities
are used to verify the proposed phenomenon. Furthermore, the number of various input
parameters of intruder’s sources is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Result analysis.

Type % of Attack Request Level of Severity Source Name

Legitimate 0 0 30
Malicious 20% 1, 3 15

Hihly sensitive 30% 3, 4, 5 10

Figure 6 deliberates the number of resources efficiently used by VM that hosts the
server for processing the attacked web requests. The use of resources will increase on
increasing the web requests due to the identification and detection of threats in each
request. The proposed phenomenon leads to an 86% improvement due to its proper
working using LM scheme.

Figure 6. Number of Resources.

In addition, Figure 7 determines the response time in intrusion and without intru-
sion systems having lesser and higher number of queries based on generated by web
requests. The response time of the proposed phenomenon is much better as compared to
the traditional scheme due to the involvement of the Viterbi scheme.
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Figure 7. Response Time.

Furthermore, Figures 8 and 9 represent the requests category depending on their
behavior and accurate rate with all the attacked sources as compared to traditional mecha-
nism. The proposed phenomenon performs much better as compared to traditional schemes
because of their efficient and reliable LM and Viterbi algorithms.

Figure 8. Request Category.

Figure 9. System Accuracy.
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4.3. Discussion

The computed results analyzed with various security threats such as number of
resources, response time, request category, and system accuracy outperforms existing
approaches. The existing mechanisms used various cryptography or gaming schemes for
ensuring the security that may further leads to other security and networking concerns
such as storage overhead, communication delays, storage issue and so on. The proposed
mechanism integrated the LM and Viterbi schemes for providing two-level security by eas-
ily categorizing them into legitimate and malicious devices. The identification of malicious
behavior of each communicating device does not require extra computation or storage
delays as the convergence rate and first order derivatives are computed and change every
time. In addition, the categorization of each communicating device is performed on the
basis of their behavior. The computed accuracy and response time of each device always
leads the existing approaches as proposed the phenomenon does not include any extra
storage or computational delays while ensuring the security of a device.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a secure and efficient social communication mechanism by
detecting and identifying various cyber security threats. The proposed framework used
an artificial model for identifying the malicious activities of communicating nodes in the
network. The proposed mechanism integrated the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) and Viterbi
algorithms to determine an effective and secure communication mechanism for IoMT.
The LM algorithm provides a faster, more efficient and optimized convergence rate while
identifying the legitimacy of devices. In addition, the Viterbi algorithm is used to compute
the probability of hidden nodes to measure the activities and emissions of malicious nodes.
The proposed phenomenon is validated and verified against various performance metrics
in terms of response time, resource use, accuracy rate, and requests category. Simulation
results depicted the performance of the proposed solution compared with the traditional
mechanism. Furthermore, the dynamic behavior of each altered device can further lead
to drastic changes in network performance. The detection and identification of a device’s
legitimacy during mobility can be considered to be a future direction of research.
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